CONTAINER LIST FOR COLLATERAL MATERIALS
ORAL HISTORY COLLECTION

Located on the Compact Shelving: Range 42 Section 7

BOX 1
Folder 1: OH1-War/Muhs: See container list attached to Finding Aid for specifics
miscellaneous articles
Photocopies of pictures
Photocopies of military documents

Folder 2: Davenport High School ROTC certificates
Written questions/answers from grandchild’s assignment
History of Engineering Battalion

Folder 3: Transcript with Mr. Muhs’ corrections

Folder 4: original photographs

Folder 5: OH2-War/Bailey: See container list attached to Finding Aid for specifics
Photocopies of pictures
Miscellaneous articles
Photocopies of military documents
Outline of military service prepared by Mr. Bailey
Notebook of arrivals/departures kept by Mr. Bailey

Folder 6: Original photographs

BOX 2
Folder 7: OH3-War/Marolf
Photocopied news clipping 1951 re: wounded
Photocopied snapshot taken in Korea 1951
2 copies manuscript of memoirs “The Forgotten War” (13 Pages)
2 color snapshots Mr. Marolf May 2001

Folder 8: OH4-War/Hodges
List of 1943 job standards-pertains to women in workforce
OH5-War/McAdams
Maps of area discussed in interview (circa 2000)
2 color snapshots of Mrs. McAdams May 2001
OH6-War/Gomez
Photocopy of info re: Hero Street in Silvis, IL
4 color snapshots taken at interview May 2001
Mr. Gomez (1)
Hispanic-American Medal of Honor Recipients display (2)
Section of painting (1)

Folder 9  OH8-War/Sonnenburg
3 color snapshots of Mildred Sonnenburg (May 2001)

OH10-War/Purcell
Photocopies of 5x7 BW George E. Hill in pilot uniform WWII (c1942)
Copies of clippings re: George Hill’s death at sea
Photocopies of 8x10 wedding pictures 1943/1947 (both marriages)
Photocopies of snapshots taken in Korea by Don Purcell
Copies of clipping of second marriage
Copy of photo of Donald Purcell in Korean War uniform
Photocopies of newspaper Dec.7, 1941 Champaign-Urbana, IL regarding Pearl Harbor - includes maps
2 color snapshots of Marjorie Purcell (May 2001)

Folder 10  OH12-War/Criger
Post-interview comments by interviewer
The Chosin Few fact sheet (1950)
Discharge papers from U.S. Marine Corps (1952)
3 color snapshots Mr. Criger (May 2001)

Folder 11  OH13-War/Combs
Photocopies of snapshots of Jean working at airplane modification plant (c1940’s)
Photocopies of scrapbook pages showing Tucson buildings
Notice of separation from Burlington plant
2 color snapshots of Jean/1 of Jean and husband (May 2001)

Folder 12  OH14-War/Andersons
2 color snapshots of Orieda and Howard Anderson (May 2001)

OH15-War/Miller
Photocopies of snapshots of Ms. Miller in uniform circa Korean War era
8x10 of Laurie taking dictation
8x10 of Laurie surrounded by 4 officers

Folder 13  OH16-War/Mohlenbruck
Photocopy of 5x7 BW Mohlenbruck in uniform c Korean War
2 color snapshots Mr. Mohlenbruck (June 2001)

Folder 14  OH17-War/Plumb
Photocopies of map
Photocopies of scrapbook of Mr. Plumb’s service in Korea - variety of snapshots showing camp life, vehicles, service men
2 color snapshots Ken and Shirley Plumb (June 2001)

BOX 3

Folder 15  OH18-War/Fitts
3 color snapshots Mr. Fitts with jeep, unidentified photo (June 2001)

OH19-War/Manning
1 color snapshot Mrs. Manning (June 2001)

OH20-War/Petersen
2 color snapshots Mr. Petersen (June 2001)
Unit History First Mobile Radio Broadcasting Company
Travel Report of Peterson June 1942-Nov. 1945
Photocopy of clipping from Quad-City Times June 6, 2000,
Faces and Places Section
Copy of “World War II--We Were There
  Psychological Warfare Branch
  First Mobile Broadcasting Company, European Theatre
  The Vern L. Petersen Story”
  A diary with many photographs showing the mobile broadcasting equipment, servicemen, landscape, etc.

Folder 16  OH20-War/Petersen cont’d
17 3x5 prints of mobile broadcasting equipment, Austria, service men in uniform, waiting to board ships

Folder 17  OH21-War/Bishop
2 color snapshots of Mr. Bishop (June 2001)

OH22-War/Kaiser
Article about “Lucky Jupiter” ship and handwritten anecdotes about Harold Kaiser (Navy) in WWII

OH24-War/Elliott
2 poems written by Mr. Elliott
2 color snapshots of Mr. Elliott (June 2001)

Folder 18  OH23-War/Hess
Copy of completed Korean War Survey/Questionnaire (25 pages)
8x10 photocopy of brothers Bobby and Bill Hess in Korea
2 color snapshots of Bobby Hess (June 2001)
manuscript of Bobby Hess’ memoir – plastic spiral bound
“Chosen Memories of LTC. Bobby L. Hess” (106 pages)
Folder 19  
**OH25-War/Soodhalter**
Notice of foreign award conferred by Belgian government
Map of V Corps Operations WWII
Photocopies of special orders, pass, recognitions
Photocopy of letter from Eisenhower before D-Day June 1944
BW photocopies of pictures from concentration camp at Buckenevald,
bridges built throughout Europe, living quarters
Color copy of cemetery at top of hill, Omaha Beach
V Corps command post locations 6Jun1944-8May1945 Incl.
8x10 bw print Eisenhower talking to troops ready for combat
2 color snapshots of Mr. Soodhalter (June 2001)

Folder 20  
**OH26-War/Fonteyne**
2 color snapshots Mr. Fonteyne (June 2001)

**OH27-War/Sinkhorn**
2 color snapshots Mrs. Sinkhorn (June 2001)
2 ration books: Book 3 and Book 4
article from *Reminisce* Nov/Dec 1998 pg.41 re: nylons and leg makeup
during WWII

Folder 21  
**OH28-War/Cervantes**
Photocopies of pictures of Michael in WWII uniform
1 page summary family history
3 color snapshots of Michael; 2 snapshots of Margaret; 1 of couple
(June 2001)

Folder 22  
**OH30-War/Reed**
2 color snapshots of Mrs. Reed (June 2001)
Note book recommendation =*Cadet Nurse Stories*
DPL Call No. SC 940.54 Rob

**OH31-War/Hetzler**
2 color snapshots; 1 of Mrs. Hetzler alone, 1 with daughter, Ann
(June 2001)
photocopies bw pictures Mrs. Hetzler in nursing uniform
photocopy bw picture Hopital de la Pitie in Paris
photocopies bw pictures VE Day in Paris
copy of segments of “The Two Hundred and Seventeenth General
Hospital Post-War Book”
Published for members of this Organization by the
Special Service Section Paris-France (10 pages)
Folder 23 cont’d
OH32-War/Davis
2 color snapshots; Mr. & Mrs. Davis/couple and interviewer, Babs Treiber
1 small original print of Mr. Davis in Naval uniform
1 peso from Manilla
image of the “Pennsylvania in Sinclair Inlet, Puget Sound”
by J.L. Mills’45 (11x17 copy)
colored copy of “Travels of the U.S.S. Pennsylvania 1942-1945 listing
ports of call and battle action (2 8.5x11 pages)
copy of honorable discharge from U.S. Navy
copy of letter from Secretary of the Navy James Forrestal thanking Mr.
Davis for his service to the Navy
color copy of the U.S. Armed Forces decoration ribbons and service
ribbons
copy of page from book noting involvement of the PENNSYLVANIA at
Leyte

Folder 24  OH33-War/Heuer
Excerpt from War Stories: The Men of the Airborne by Hagerman
—see pg. 155 photo; Mr. Heuer on left
copy of letter from man in Belgium
Excerpt from 17th Airborne History
—see pg. 26, 2nd paragraph from bottom about battle where Mr. Heuer was
wounded
Excerpt from USA Airborne 50th Anniversary – see page 307, 3rd column
17th Airborne Division History April 1943-June 1945 (39 pages)

BOX 4

Folder 25  OH35-War/Chamberlin
Three page auto-biography of Mary Ellen (Sinksen) Chamberlin
Photocopies of pictures:
  Her father in naval uniform
  Her family
  Cousins dressed in sailor suits

Folder 26  OH36-War/Haussman
Photocopies of pictures taken during Korean War
Photocopy of “safe conduct pass”
Photocopy of notes prepared for interview by narrator-timeline
Photocopies of 3 letters written by Mr. Haussman while in service

Folder 27  OH37-War/Seline
Photocopies of pictures of Mrs. Seline in uniform, at work, and with her classmates in front of airplane.

Folder 27 cont’d
Photocopy of Airline Log kept by Lt. L.M. Doak (Mrs. Seline) while serving as flight nurse for 830th Air Evac. Sqd. Flight 23 Jan-Dec 1945
Separation record photocopy
Certificate of service photocopy

Folder 28 OH39-War/Rubley
Photocopies of photographs
  2 of Mr. Rubley in uniform-formal
  1 group of four sailors in Hawaii in white uniforms
  1 group of four sailors in work shirts
  1 group photo of “Plank Owners” of U.S.S. Compel
Information on the ship, Compel
Photocopies of certificates
Photocopy of rating description for Quartermaster, Second Class
Photocopy of separation papers
Photocopy of U.S. Naval Training Station in Farragut, ID booklet
Photocopy of article “Truman’s decision saved my wife’s life” by Hal Feeney, submitted by Mr. Rubley
photocopy of article submitted by Mr. Rubley re: “Operation Downfall”, the scheduled American invasion of Japan entitled
*Top Secret: The Story of the Invasion of Japan* by James Martin Davis.

Folder 29 OH40-War/Meyer
2 photographs
  Mr. Meyer in naval uniform-formal pose
  Mr. Meyer and group at reunion of veterans
QCTimes article about Mr. Meyer’s experiences
25Aug1995 pages T1 and 3
photocopies of 2 photographs-unidentified
articles about the Revenge, first warship to enter Tokyo Bay at end of WWII including “Had Japan Really Surrendered?: The First Ship into Tokyo Bay” by Owen Gault, published in *Sea Classics*; Sept. 1999
Articles from publication *The Silent Defenders* pertaining to minesweepers
Article from publication *All Hands* pertaining to minesweepers
Copy of essay called “The Silent Defenders: First Ship into Tokyo Bay” by Joseph Schreiber, Historian
Copy of U.S.S. Revenge ship’s log for Tuesday, 28August1945
Copy of map of Kobe-Osaka Sweep
Copy of program for Christmas Day services held aboard U.S.S. Revenge in 1944
Copy of Ship’s Company on V-J Day
Copy of catalog record for Mr. Meyer’s publication in our collection and an update he typed dated January, 2000.

Folder 30

OH50-War/Milnes

2 maps which show approximate route of Lt. Charles Milnes during WWII in Pacific Theatre of Operations

Essay submitted by Mr. Milnes entitled “Background of the Japanese Build Up for World War II”

Folder 31

OH53-War/Holst

Photocopies of pictures of Mr. Holst taken in Germany, 15March1945

Newspaper clippings regarding Army’s 3rd Armored Division

Photocopies of 23 photographs developed by Mrs. Katie Holst while she was a WAVE working at the Pentagon in Washington, D.C. Images of Japanese surrender, Mussollini beaten to death, ships (some have been made into slides)

Catalog record for book donated by Mr. Holst about his unit called *Spearhead in the West: The Third Armored Division, 1941-45*

**BOX 5**

Folder 32

OH54-War/Farley

Photographs of Mr. Farley

3.25 x 4.5” sephia tones Farley in flight jacket, parachute on

9 x 7” b&w Farley receiving Distinguished Flying Cross at Lowry Field in Denver, CO in 1944

8.5 x 11” b&w Friend of Mr. Farley in uniform standing by airplane “Holey Joe”. Both went down per Farley.

8.5 x 11” b&w 4 airmen standing in front of airplane “Vaudeville—It’s Coming Back”. Friends of Farley.

Folder 33

OH54-War/Farley cont’d

Photocopies of newspaper clippings, photographs

Photocopies of pictures of Farley’s plane, Ragged but Right

Photocopies of newspaper clippings of Farley receiving Distinguished Flying Cross


Articles and information about attack on Ploesti oil refineries

Presidential Citation for 463rd Bombardment Group “Swoose Group” for Ploesti attack

Newspaper clippings from Europe describing various raids Farley was involved with. Some are numbered with his flight (6th flight, 45th flight, etc.)
Information on reunions of the 463rd Bomb Group

Folder 34  OH54-War/Farley cont’d
Farley’s combat record as Flight Engineer-Armorer & Gunner on B-17
with the 463rd Bomb Group, 773rd Bombardment Squadron
Foggia, Italy, March-July 1944
List of citations awarded
Photocopy of his plane, Ragged but Right
Original travel orders from 1942 through 1945
“Department Rules and Syllabus of Academic Instruction Aircraft
Armament Bombardment” from Headquarters Technical School, Army
Air Forces Technical Training Command at Lowry Field, Colorado dated
April 1, 1943
Booklet from Maxwell Field, Alabama Headquarter S.E.A.A.F. Training
Center. Farley participated as a cadet in Squadron C. Group I Class 43E.
Dated by Mr. Farley as 23 November 1942.

Box 6
Folder 35  OH55-War/Hansen
Documents prepared by William Hansen called “William Hansen’s
Biographical Data and History” and three documents he prepared
specifically for our interview detailing experiences from WWII and Korea

Folder 36  OH59-War/Peterson
Photocopies of miscellaneous WWII era news clippings-no citations
WAACs in review at Ft. Des Moines
Diagrammed view of Ordnance Plant Buildings in Des Moines, IA
Aerial view of Des Moines ordnance plant released after WWII ended
Women loading shells at Des Moines ordnance plant

Folder 37  OH60-War/Schebler
3.5 x 5” print of Schebler and siblings in uniform
composite of photos, some taken in Belgium during WWII

Folder 38  OH61-War/Gibson
5 x 7” b&w photo of sailor in blues—head and shoulders portrait
war ration book 4; issued to Eugene E. Gibson
cardboard with places and dates Mr. Gibson was during WWII

Folder 39  OH62-War/Sullivan-Stopulos
Photocopies of photographs of Mrs. Stopulos in uniform
Photocopy of news clipping; Sgt. Sullivan helping at cake-cutting
ceremony
March 1943 *Davenport Daily Times* clipping announcing Miss Sullivan and another woman joining Marines

24 March 1943 *Davenport Daily Times clipping* stating Miss Sullivan left for Hunter College, New York City

no citation—Miss Jeanne Sullivan and sister Connie—both in uniform; one WAVES, one Marine

1999 Membership List *Wild Rose of Iowa Chapter of Women Marines Association*

15 March 2000 *North Scott Press* page 17—article about Sullivan-Stopulos

28 March 2000 *Quad-City Times* page B1—article about 4 women Marines, Sullivan-Stopulos being one

Folder 40  
**OH65-War/Smart**
Photocopies from Ft. Leonard Wood, MO and Korea 1950-1951 showing terrain, tents, cooking gear, training exercises, buddies, halftrack

7 Dec 1950 *Davenport Daily Times*—photocopy of news clipping of Army inductees leaving Rock Island County including Mr. Smart

Folder 41  
**OH41-War/Gung Ho Gang**
Short biographies written by Moline High School freshman English students. Many of these individuals were present at the breakfast at the Village Inn attended by Karen O’Connor, coordinator of project. Tape recorders were placed among the veterans as they ate their breakfasts and reminisced. Both WWII and Korea Veterans are represented in these bios.

Folder 42  
**OH47-War/Pershing**
2 photocopied photographs of Mr. Pershing in uniform

**OH48-War/Labonte**
Photocopy of biography from *Bell Serviceman* magazine

**OH51-War/Snyder**
2 copies of memoir written by Fred Snyder detailing experiences in Korea Nov. 1950-Nov. 1953

**OH52-War/LaMar**
Photocopy of *The Vincette*, Vol. 2, No. 8, April 1945—this a publication created by youngsters living at St. Vincent’s Orphanage

Photocopy of 10 boys from St. Vincent’s Orphanage ca 1943-44 with some identification by Mr. LaMar (added to collection Feb. 2006)

Folder 43  
**OH102-War/Egert**
Copy of Fr. Clifford Egert’s appointments 1934-1983

Copy of *My Persian Experience* by Rev. Clifford A. Egert during WWII

Photocopies of photocopies of Egert family members, ordination, in uniform, in Persia (Iran)

Photocopy of v-mail letters
Folder 44 OH105-War/Weeks
List of service record, training, stateside record, overseas record, ribbons and awards received during Korean War
Photocopy of honorable discharge papers
Photocopy of certificate of recognition c1998
Photocopy of certificate of proficiency; radio repairman-ground equipment
Photocopy of letter of commendation –50 caliber machine gun training
Photocopy of pp421-422 of *The War in the Pacific*
Photocopy of telegram from parents to Weeks on Christmas Eve 1954
Photocopy of vehicles, power units, B26 aircraft

Folder 45 OH106-War/Bates
Photocopies of photographs of Florence in uniform
Photocopies of letter rec’d March 1943 re: general info for enlisted personnel
Notes Mrs. Bates prepared for the interview
Photocopies of honorable discharge/separation papers
3 photocopies from History of U.S. Naval Training School, one a photo of Mrs. Bates on shore patrol
photocopy of letter of award
copy of Western Union telegraph Aug. 1944
photocopy of sample codes
copy of journal or “calendar of events” from Sept. 1943-Oct. 1945
photocopies of receipt for uniform, rating description, snapshots of Florence in uniform

**BOX 7**
Folder 46 OH107-War/Ott
Copy of memoir written by Ott “*My Story: A Two Year Happening 1944-1946*”

Folder 47 OH120-Bio/Robison
Employee Harriett L. Robison’s involvement and ground-breaking efforts in the Modern Woodmen of America Fraternal Organization, particularly regarding Youth activities and being one of first women in management.
Employee profile
Timeline history of Modern Woodmen of America youth clubs
4 pages of possible interview questions prepared by Gail Ann Levis

Folder 48 OH122-Bio/Free
Notes pertaining to interview done by Ruth and Harvey Prinz with Mrs. Free on May 13, 1999
obituary of Lois Free from *Quad-City Times* 21March2001
obituary of Henry “Bud” Free from *Times-Democrat*, 1968 page 11
brief bio of Lester Toloff, photographer from *Who’s Who in Davenport in 1929*, pg. 106
photocopy of pg. 117-118 *Who’s Who in Davenport in 1929* “History of the Hostetler Studio”
obituary of J.B. Hostetler
obituary of Frank A. Free, *Morning Democrat*

Folder 49
Accession #2001-28
Photocopies of WWII era news clippings and political cartoons. Source likely *Des Moines Register/Tribune*
Stores open later Mondays for convenience of Defense Workers
7 Patten brothers from Odebolt, IA survive sinking of ship
photo of Rostock, Germany factory after British raid
Cartoons: “No higher example of loyalty and courage—the heroic defenders of Bataan”
“How can anyone think of his own profits, wages, hours, or political gain these days?”
“Hi, Toots!” (rubber tire to sack of sugar)
gun crew of U.S.S. Ward – gun fired first shot against the Japanese
when they “raided” Pearl Harbor
“You don’t need a sniff kit: Five easy lessons on poison gas”

Folder 50
Accession #2001-29
Written responses to WWII questions. Unknown source of questions.

Folder 51
Accession #2001-30
Typed manuscript “Combat History of 513th Paratroopers Infantry”

Folder 52
Accession #2001-31
Photocopies of journal while aboard U.S.S. Y.S.S. 338
Aug. 1943-July 1945
Photocopies of photographs: Richard Hoon, WWII Navy
Photocopies of Japanese money
Photocopied map of Pacific Theatre, with places Mr. Hoon was marked

Folder 53
Accession #2003-21
Key to photographs from Peleliu (WWII island campaign) on CD
General information printed from internet source re: Peleliu
8March1984 issue of *Pacific Stars and Stripes*, page 7 about Peleliu

Folder 54
Accession #2003-22

Folder 55
Accession #2003-23
Hanford, Washington
Photocopies of postcards mailed to Hanford and other locations
Photocopies of newspaper photo of Hanford Engineer Works,
Richland, Wash.

Folder 56  Accession #2003-24
One page article about Marilyn Monroe in Korea—color slide-standing
next to F-84 in Feb. 1954 from Aviation Art, pg. 47—no further citation

Folder 57  Accession #2003-25/Richard K. Sundin, Sr.
Photocopied news clipping, photographs
Biography of Sundin written by son Richard K. Sundin, Jr.
Letter to Karen O’Connor from Richard K. Sundin Jr.

Folder 58  Accession #2003-26
Manuscript of movements of the 546th AAA AW BN
April 1944-May 1945

Folder 59  Accession #2003-27
Manuscript “Up and Down Korea” by Sam Holliday
24July 1950-24July 1951

Folder 60  Accession #2003-28
Manuscript of Naval experiences submitted by Marvin Siebke
1951-1954

Folder 61  Accession #2003-29
Partial manuscript—Golick. Handwritten and difficult to read.

Folder 62  Accession #2003-30
Ration books—Book 1 and 4. Donated by Lischer

BOX 8  
Folder 62  OH20-War/Peterson thru
Lengthy diary/narrative with photocopied pictures
Folder 67  map of Europe; reference

BOX 9  
Folder 68  OH43-War/Hebbel
Mr. Hebbel’s funeral program 30Sep2002
Photocopy of obit QCT
VFW Campaign map of the World
From The Retired Officer Magazine/April 1992, pg. 72
Photo and story “A Toast to Doolittle’s Raiders”
380th Bomb Squadron newsletter
Historical Footnotes of the 310th B G by Frank B. Dean; 27 July 1984
*Men of the 57th*: *Official Journal of the Men and Women of the 57th Bomb Wing, 12th Air Force, United States Army Air Force in World War II*
Vol. XXX, No. 4, Winter 1996, pg. 21-22 Mr. Hebbel’s story and photo

Artifact Boxes….